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The Kingdoms of Westeros have finally united in a
singular force against the terrifying menace called the
Others. But as the struggle between the realms rages,

new alliances are formed and old allegiances are
broken. And in this time of great upheaval, a new
power is rising from the south of the continent.

Angered by the union of the two great houses, a
mysterious and fanatical warrior-priest has devoted his
life to toppling the Targaryen dynasty. In his wake, a
fanatic army has appeared from the south, crossing

the Wall and invading the North in a savage campaign
to expand the power of the Old Gods and usher in an

age of darkness. The Lannister house faced the
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onslaught in Westeros, while Robert’s rebellious son,
Renly, appears to have betrayed the crown and
formed a pact with the invading horde. But with

Stannis Baratheon as the rightful heir, only he and his
proud army can serve as the first line of defense

against the threat to the realm. The first step towards
victory can now be taken. The Hands of the King has

set out on its greatest mission. *A Broad Cast of
Characters A plethora of unique and charismatic

characters coexist in the Lands Between: from the
smallfolk to kings and queens, nobles, the poor, and

even commoners. Each plays a unique role in the
conflict, and as you reach out your hand to offer them

help, you will have to determine whether you are a
friend or a foe. *A Vast World A wide variety of world

and dungeon designs await you as you travel the
Lands Between. Whether you are exploring a vast,

level-based field or a three-dimensional dungeon, you
will not only face a variety of enemies but also many
challenges you will have to overcome. *Immersive

Online Elements You can connect with other players
who use the same account, engage in battle with

other players, or form a party and explore the world
together. Adventurers will also be able to form a party
and enjoy a variety of action-RPG experiences as they
attempt to save the world. * A Thrilling Story A world
torn by a conflict between the Great Houses, a huge

army of fanatics, and an invading horde. When a
faction declares the resurrection of the Old Gods, an

uneasy alliance is forged between the beautiful
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princess and the man of cold resolve. Hands of the
King lets you play the role of a unique

Elden Ring Features Key:
Unique game system including Classes, Skills, and Guilds

Innovative action RPG battle system
Create your own character and enjoy a vast open world filled with exciting dungeons

Rich turn-based strategy RPG system where battle strategies and tactics are deeply intertwined
Interactive quest where you can obtain tasks and gather items

Create your own guild for more convenient and direct stat management
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10.0.11.22012018-08-23Radiosurgery combined with or without chemotherapy for spinal metastases: a
systematic review and meta-analysis. Radiosurgery combined with or without chemotherapy is used for
palliation of symptomatic spinal metastases (SM) compared to radiosurgery alone. We carried out a
systematic review of the literature focusing on tumor local control and toxicity. Relevant full-text studies
published before February 2012 were identified by search of the Medline and EMBASE databases. Recorded
data were extracted by two independent researchers and validated with a third researcher. Qualitative
methods were used to assess study quality. Nineteen studies and 835 patients were included in this meta-
analysis. The spine was the most frequently treated location (67%), median radiation dose was 26 Gy, and
the treatment site was not specified in 13 studies. Protocols were not well described. Local control was
achieved in 89.3% with radiotherapy (RT) versus 86.3% with radiosurgery (RS) and showed significant
differences at 3 months (95.5% vs 74.3%, OR 3.97, 95% CI 3.63-4.33, p
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